
 
 

Class 6. Exercises to do at home 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Watch the video class about -ed pronunciation in the simple past tense 
2) Complete the exercises of the regular verbs in simple past 
3) Complete the exercises of the irregular verbs in simple past 
4) Do the online quiz about the pronunciation of regular past tense verb endings with -ed: 

 
https://edpuzzle.com/media/5da5c88d535a4641165931e7 

  
5) Write a short text (minimum 5 sentences) about what you did during your quarantine 

using the simple past. Please write in brackets behind each regular verb which 
pronunciation is used for the -ed ending ( /id/, /d/ or /t/), for example: 
 
During my quarantine, I stayed (/d/) at home. I talked (/t/) to my friends on the phone and 
I decided (/id/) to do some exercise every day to stay healthy. 
 

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5da5c88d535a4641165931e7
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Name: ______________________________

Using Irregular Verbs: Past Tense

Fill in the blank of each sentence below with the correct past tense form of the verb in 
parentheses.

1. Jake (throw) ______________________________ the ball to Marco.

2. We (take) ______________________________ my little brother to the movies.

3. She (write) ______________________________ a report on spiders.

4. I (think) ______________________________ the show was funny.

5. He (swim) ______________________________ to the side of the swimming pool.

6. Her mother (buy) ______________________________ us snacks after school.

7. Ave (see) ______________________________ the movie before Zane.

8. The boy (eat) ______________________________ a sandwich for lunch.

9. Our team (win) ______________________________ the game yesterday.

10. They (sell) ______________________________ their car to their friends.

For  some verbs, we don’t use –ed to form 
the past tense. Instead we use a completely 
different word. 

Example: 

present tense: sit 
past tense: sat
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             threw

          took

             wrote

      thought

         swam

                bought

         saw

                ate

                 won

              sold
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